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QUESTION 1
Which is true of the Dynamo standard security policy?
A. if no ACL is defined for an object, access is denied
B. if no ACL entries apply to the user, access is allowed.
C. If the CL for an object has a "deny" access right that applies to a user, access is allowed if other permissions
are positive.
D. If the ACL for an object has a "deny" access right that applies to a user, access is denied even if other
permission are positive
Answer: D
QUESTION 2
Which Dynamo servlet bean displays the contents of a slot?
A. Slot Value
B. PossibleValues
C. TargetingForEach
D. ItemLookupDroplet
Answer: C
QUESTION 3
Which two are necessary for customizing the Profile Repository? (Choose two.)
A. customize the ProfileAdapterRepository component
B. configure an LDAP Repository to hold the username and password
C. modify the database, adding or deleting tables or columns as needed
D. write a userProfile .xml additions and/or deletions to the standard profile
Answer: C, D
QUESTION 4
Which t6wo features describe an SQL repository? (Choose two.)
A. An XML file maps database structures to objects
B. All SQL queries must be specified in the configuration
C. SQL Repositories that store files should not exceed 1.000 files.
D. Transient properties can be defined that are not stored in a database.
Answer: A, D
QUESTION 5
Which two are required to create a scenario email campaign that sends a targeted email to the female
site users once every month? (Choose two.)
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A. a People Element
B. an On Time Element
C. a What Time Element
D. a Between Time Element
E. an email template that contains a targeter that show information only to females
Answer: A, B
QUESTION 6
You want to remove middleName from the user item descriptor in the Profile Repository and add a
Boolean over 18 property. What should you do in your custom user Profile .xml file?
A. create a user item-descriptor tag with xml-combine="replace"
create a middlename property tag with xml-combine="remove"
create an over 18 property tag with xml-combine="append"
B. create an over 18 property tag with xml-combine="append"
create a middlename property tag with xml-combine="remove"
create a user item-descriptor tag with xml-combine="replace"
C. create a user item-descriptor tag with on xml-combine= declaration
create a middlename property tag with xml-combine="remove"
create an over 18 property tag with xml-combine="append"
D. create a user item-descriptor tag with on xml-combine="declaration
create a middlename property tag with xml-combine="replace"
create an over 18 property tag with xml-combine="append"
Answer: C
QUESTION 7
What are two design features of the profile repository? (Choose two.)
A. The standard user profile definition can be extended or completely overridden.
B. User profiles can be stored in an SQL database or an LDAP repository, but not both.
C. User profile information can be stored in an SQL Repository or in XML files on the filesystem.
D. User properties are defined in multiple configuration layers and combined using XML file combination.
Answer: A, D
QUESTION 8
What are the three security in the Dynamo User Directory structure? (Choose three.)
A. role
B. user
C. group
D. member
E. function
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F. organization
Answer: C, D, E
QUESTION 9
Which method of the profileFormHandler should you override to implement code that updates a custom
statistics data store whenever a new user successfully registers?
A. createUser ()
B. headleCreate ()
C. postCrteateUser ()
D. createuserSccess ()
Answer: C
QUESTION 10
In order to use the targeting features of the ACC, a content repository must ____.
A. be structured with content folder items and content items
B. contain the meta-data and the contend itself in the same data source
C. be built without using repository item inheritance and can only have non-multivalued properties
D. be listed in the initialRepositories property of the ContentRepsitories component
Answer: D
QUESTION 11
For an upcoming project. You decided that Content Repository Loader will be used to import data to
your content repositories. Which two must be true of your repositories? (Choose two.)
A. The repository must have only one content item descriptor,
B. Item descriptor inheritance must be used to categorize items into folders.
C. The names of the item properties must match the names of the meat-data of the content files.
D. The content-path-property and content-name-property must be specified as meta-data in each content item.
Answer: A, C
QUESTION 12
Which two are required to use Dynamo's targeted email functionality to send a mass mailing with each
message containing a different set of targeted content specific each for each user? (Choose two.)
A. a scenario
B. a repository
C. a page template
D. a schedulable component
Answer: B, C
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